Schedule of the Document verification for M.Sc. Admissions 2020-21
M.Sc. MICROBIOLOGY: 15TH SEPTEMBER 2020
Session-1

11 AM-12 AM

1.SAGPARIYA TIXIT BHARATBHAI
2. DONGA JENISA CHATURBHAI(PH)
3.BAGDA DAARSHANA DHANJIBHAI
4. KAGADIYA PAYALBEN JIVRAJBHAI
5. CHAVDA AKTA NOGHANBHAI

Session-2

12 PM- 1 PM

6. VISAVADIYA SHIVANGI MITABEN
7. VARAIYA SAHIN REMANBHAI
8. KHER MANISHABEN VINODBHAI
9. DULERA ANITABEN GORDHANBHAI
10. VAGHASIA MONIKA BHAVANABEN

Session-3

3 PM- 4 PM

11. PADALIYA KRISHNAKUMAR RAMESHBHAI
12. GADHIYA MANSI KISHORBHAI
13. SANGANI VASUKI SANJAYBHAI
14. NIMAVAT ARATI MANOJBHAI
15.PARMAR DEVANGIBEN JITENDRABHAI

Session-4

4 PM- 5 PM

16. SOLANKI MONALIBEN VIRA BHAI
17. ZALA MITALBEN MANUBHAI
18. VAGHELA NANDANI DIPAKBHAI

19.RATHOD BHOOMI KARSHANBHAI
20. GOHEL PRAVINA NARSIHBHAI

Session-5

5 PM- 6 PM

21. MEHTA SIMMY SUNILBHAI(SG)

Important Instructions
1. The candidates invited for the document verification (As per the above mentioned
schedule) are required to bring their all original documents like B.Sc. semester 1 to 6
mark sheets. In addition, they are also required to bring other original documents
such as cast certificate, latest non-creamy layer certificate, valid EWS certificate,
Single Girl Child certificate, Ex- Servicemen certificate, staff quota certificate,
PHcertificate, as applicable.
2. The candidates have to appear in the Department of Biosciences, Saurashtra
University for the document verification at their own cost. No TA DA or any other
financial assistance will be provided by the Department/University.
3. The candidates must be present in the document verification session (with their
original documents) in the given time slot ONLY and late entry will not be
permitted. The candidate who fail to remain present in document verification in the
given time slot will lose their right to get the admission, no further claims will be
accepted and the one who is in subsequent merit list will be given chance for
admission.
4. It is compulsory for the candidates to remain present in the document verification
session. Candidates absent in the document verification shall forgo their right for
the admission and admissions on the vacant seats will be given to the next candidates
in the merit list in the second round of the admissions.
5. Details of the vacant seats and dates for the second round of the M.Sc. admission
schedule will be displayed on the Saurashtra University Website.
6. The seat distribution is as per the reservation policy and Saurashtra University
norms.
7. The candidates should arrive in the Department at the scheduled time only.
8. Those who have paid on line fee should bring their receipt

Guidelines: Social Distancing/Sanitization/Mask
1. The document verification schedule is prepared in such a way that ONLY FIVE
candidates are assembled at a given time. Proper social distancing and sanitization
norms must be followed in view of the COVID-19 Pandenic. The candidates are
advised not to bring any one else along with them.
2. The candidates entering into the building will be checked for body temperature.
They must bear mask.
3. The candidates entering into the building must sanitize their hands using ‘Touch
Less’ dispenser of the sanitizer.
4. The candidates having symptoms of the COVID-19 infection must inform well in
advance and such candidates must not come to the Department for the document
verification.
5. The places of the seating and document verification will be sanitized regularly
between the sessions of the document verification
6. The candidates should arrive at the scheduled time only.
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